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WELCOME TO STEAL IT BOX

the whimsical
charm of winter
Design is a journey of discovery. A journey that continues
to unfold and evolve over time. This seasonal box dives
deep into the enchantment of winter. Reach new depths in
your home design with this multidimensional box of
treasures. It is filled with the textures and elements that
make this time of year so timeless and special. This
collection brings a nostalgic essence through elevated
classics and meticulous details that will awaken all your
seasonal senses. The modern, yet traditional, textures and
colors all play together bringing a breathtaking look for the
season. Our hope is to spark joy and promote seasonal
memories throughout your home.
Our team has put their hearts and souls into this curated
collection. It’s an honor and a privilege to be able to deliver
unmatched turnkey style that will be a part of your
traditions for years to come. Steal It Box provides you with
the confidence to update your home each season without
having to go searching from store to store. We can assure
you that each box will be filled with full-size, timeless
items at a value you will not be able to find anywhere else!
We make it easy for you to a build a home you can fall in
love with time and time again. Here’s to a new season and
our next chapter on this journey together!

Yasmin Mitchell
CEO of Decor Steals

@bentleyblonde

OUR INSPIRATION

timeless &
twinkling

Reawaken the magic of winter with enduring pieces
that breathe in the textures and essence of the
season. With attention to detail and a focus on
functionality and elegance, we created these
products to help you rediscover what makes this
season so inviting and memorable. Bold statements,
unexpected charm, and depths of enchantment are
the foundation of this collection. No detail was
missed in the design of these pieces, and we hope
you’ll appreciate the effortless style and traditional
touches that make up every creation. Although
classic and timeless pieces are at the heart of this
winter box, you’ll also find unique qualities in each
item that make them truly special. This season’s
styled photos are courtesy of @bentleyblonde.

COLOR PALETTE

FINISHES & TEXTURES

POM POM BLANKET

BRASS PICTURE FRAME

TASSEL GARLAND

CAST IRON REINDEER

WOOD LANTERN

PINE WREATH

WINTER VILLAGE

OUR STEALS

WINTER VILLAGE

LIGHT UP

winter village
Traditional tree skirts have met their match with
this handcrafted winter village tree collar! This is
such an incredible piece. We wanted to bring you
an amazing item that brings the holidays in and
kicks off unparalleled family memories! This
piece takes on multiple uses and is pre-lit with
warm LED lights, and it is constructed of 6
connectable sections, making it versatile in all
spaces. The 6 sections can be configured as a
hexagon-shaped tree collar for smaller trees, a
semi-circle shape for larger trees or a linear
display to suit any space in your home.

WINTER VILLAGE
You can place it by a fireplace, on your entryway
table as part of a winter scene or use it as a
centerpiece on your table at holiday dinners. Just
plug it into a USB wall adapter and watch the
magic of this charming piece radiate in your
home. Beaming with holiday cheer, this
charming alternative (or complement) to the
traditional tree skirt is the perfect way to
surround your tree with an inviting glow for all
your festive family traditions.

STYLE TIP
Not only is this piece amazing as a tree collar, but for
those that don’t put up a tree or don’t celebrate
Christmas, you can use is as a beautiful display piece
on your mantel, dining table or entryway table!

WINTER VILLAGE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Assembly is required for your winter village!
Features 6 connectable pieces, each measuring
17” L x 6.5” H for a total of 102” linear.
Includes a USB charging cable with 18 lights
Requires USB wall adapter
Indoor use only
Please use the following QR
code or head to this link for
easy instructions on how to
assemble your new piece.

CAST IRON REINDEER

CAST IRON

reindeer

The holiday season doesn’t get set in to motion
without Santa’s trusty reindeer. We know that
these four-legged flyers are a staple seasonal
décor piece. The contrasting heights of this set of
two, make this reindeer display a sight to behold.
It truly isn’t winter without incorporating the
symbols of the season and that’s exactly what you
get with this striking set.
Total Dimensions: Large: 10.5” H • Medium: 8.5” H

CAST IRON REINDEER
The warm black finish mixed with the
handcrafted heavy cast iron, truly make this
substantial set a one-of-a-kind treasure. You’ll
find that they will easily find a home in so many
different spaces. They can easily be showcased on
a mantel, in your favorite vignettes or even as an
addition to your dining room or living room
centerpieces.

STYLE TIP
These reindeer are not only great for the
holidays, but they are perfect all season
long. You can style these and incorporate
them through all the winter months as the
holiday décor shifts to a more neutral look.

PICTURE FRAME

ANTIQUE BRASS

picture frame

Designed with “times gone by” in mind, this
antique-inspired piece is sure to bring a smile to
your face everytime you walk by. An item that
holds your memories and showcases them to the
world deserves to be made with handcrafted care
and that’s exactly what we did here. Due to the
handcrafted nature of this piece, each frame may
have subtle differences, which we celebrate! No
detail was missed in the design process – we
wanted to be sure it could fit a 5x7 photo but that a
smaller photo or post card, leaving an elegant clear
glass border, would look equally nice! You’ll find
that this frame will be one of your cherished items
and that it will continue to carry you and your
memories through life’s seasons.
Total Dimensions: 7” H x 5.75” W. Can hold up to a 5 x 7.

STYLE TIP
Use this frame on any mantel, entryway table,
bedroom dresser or nightstand. This will be the piece
that is perfect for every season! This glittering frame is
great for displaying the double-sided winter print
included in the frame. You can use either side to
present a new and completely different look.

PINE WREATH

PRE-LIT

pine wreath

Pine wreaths represent the magnificence of winter
and with the addition of warm twinkling lights, this
piece truly is a showstopper. Breathtaking in its
overall beauty, this pre-lit wreath is exactly what
every home needs, both as-is or embellished with
any special additions you choose.
Place this wreath over your mantel, on your wall, in
a window or on your front door. This wreath looks
lovely indoors, but would look equally gorgeous in a
protected outdoor area as well! Imagine your
friends and family at your door waiting to come in
bearing special gifts, staring at this glistening
life-like wreath in awe, the smell of cookies filling
the air from the oven inside and warm hearts ready
to make more special memories. This full wreath
includes 100 tips for an ultra-full appearance and
stunning look that will never go unnoticed.

PINE WREATH

Total Dimensions: 24” D
Waterproof battery box
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included)
30-piece warm lights
For use indoors or in a protected outdoor area

WOOD LANTERN

TEXTURED BLACK

wood lantern

Lanterns are the epitome of cozy winter home
décor. Thinking about curling up next to this
elegant lantern on a cold winter night brings
nothing but flickers of warmth to our hearts.
Handcrafted from fir wood with an iron candle
plate, chunky handle, ventilation slats and
textured black finish, this piece brings an array of
elements that make it hard to resist. Not only is
this charming lantern perfect for indoor use, but
you also have the option of using it in protected
outdoor areas as well. You’ll fall in love with this
treasured lantern as it’s classic beauty can be
displayed year-round!

Total Dimensions (including handle): 6.5” W x 6.5” D x 13.5” H
Holds a 3“ x 4” pillar candle (candle not included)

POM POM BLANKET

OVERSIZED

pom pom blanket

Feel the warmth and find your cozy bearings during the
chilly season with the blanket that everyone needs.
Oversized and packed with softness to envelope you on
those cold winter nights, this piece will not only keep you
warm, but it will accent your space so effortlessly.
The pom pom details take this charming item to new
heights and the creamy tones bring peace, calm and
comfort. The yarn dying process for this piece not only
creates the perfect rich color, but also works to ensure that
this blanket holds its beauty for a long lasting, ageless
look. You’ll find that this piece can move from space to
space as your looks shift for the season and will continue
to be an adored accent all year long.

POM POM BLANKET

Find it useful as a bed topper to create dimension or even
in your living room as the perfect final touch to your
armchair or sofa. This creamy hand knitted blanket will
easily find its way into your heart and become your new
favorite sofa or reading chair companion!
Total Dimensions: 50” W x 67” L
Care Instructions: Machine wash cold; gentle cycle. Tumble dry, low. Do not bleach.

TASSEL GARLAND

WOOD & JUTE

tassel garland

Natural and pure are the elements that make up this
garland! With its fresh wood tones and crisp look, it
will take you through every season. Handcrafted of
100% mango wood beads and contrasting tassels
made of jute, this piece will be a staple for any room in
your home.
Total Dimensions: 73” L

TASSEL GARLAND
Create interest by adding this garland to your mantel
above your stockings, adorning your stairway banister
or wrapping it around your holiday tree. The
possibilities for this piece cannot be matched as its
character and organic elements will shine wherever
you decide to place it! The length alone, at 73” long,
will carry the weight of your vignettes and build upon
your favorite seasonal looks.

STYLE TIP
Give your mantel a quick makeover and
ensure it’s ready for the holiday season by
simply incorporating this garland. Nothing
ties a space together and adds a perfect
finishing touch like a garland does!

ABOUT DECOR STEALS

brought
to you by

DECOR STEALS
Steal It Box is brought to you by the Decor
Steals team. Our team is comprised of
individuals who have a serious passion for
aesthetics. Decor Steals is a daily deal site
featuring three new home decor deals every
single day. Our pieces are unique and
on-trend yet our prices are so much lower
than the rest – that is why our deals are called
steals! If you like the items in this Steal It Box,
check out www.decorsteals.com for additional
unbeatable home decor steals!
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@favoredfarmhouse
@courtneyfitzp01

FROM DECOR STEALS
Seen in this photo, from www.decorsteals.com:
Large Handmade Dough Bowl

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
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@thecountrycolonial

@fleur_at_hom
e
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join our
community
Now that you’ve seen the styling
possibilities with the winter box, we’d love
to see how you’re using your pieces! Use
#stealitbox and tag @decorsteals on
Instagram! Don’t forget to join the
Steal It Box Facebook Group to become a
part of the Steal It Box community!

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
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@simplyminedesigns

SHOP THE ABOVE LOOKS
Similar looks available at www.decorsteals.com:
Distressed Wood Chandelier
HUGE 50 Inch Distressed Wood Tree Shelf
And I Think To Myself Metal Cutout Sign
Iron Christmas Planters, Set of 2
51 Inch LARGE Handsewn Feedsack Wall Art
Fringe Edge Linen Throw Pillow
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